Rich sound • relaxed groove • great mood
These are the hallmarks of this award-winning ensemble.
Under the direction of Stefan Kalmer, VoicesInTime offers sophisticated a cappella choral music,
which gets under your skin, draws you in, and gives the audience an unforgettable concert
experience.
VoicesInTime is one of the most successful choirs of its
kind in Europe. The rock and jazz choir was founded by
Stefan Kalmer in 1996 and remains true to its principles in
its third decade: varied programs of always demanding
arrangements - with world hits, insider tips, and pieces
which sometimes unite different styles to overcome common
genre boundaries such as rock, pop and jazz. The audience
gets to hear recent songs from Rag 'n' Bone Man, Adele or
Ed Sheeran, meets the greats of pop and jazz history like
Leonard Cohen, Meat Loaf, The Bangles, The Real Group or
Billie Holiday and experiences Schubert, Goethe and
Shakespeare in a whole new, surprising way.
From energetic rock beats and relaxed latin groove to a
feel-good swing - catchy melodies and multi-layered
harmonies merge in a transparent sound.
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Awards (selection):
2013

1. prize Open Choir Category Euroradio
Choral Competition Let the Peoples sing,
Luxemburg

2011

Medal of Orlando-di-Lasso

2008

Bayerischer Kunstförderpreis

2006

1. prize: German Choir Competition

2005

1. prize: International Choir Festival Arnheim

2004

1. prize: International Choir Competition Graz

VoicesInTime has also made a name for itself internationally.
In 2016, the choir was invited to perform 10 concerts in
China, including in Hangzhou, Fuzhou, and Jinhua, and in
2014 they held a concert with The Real Group, one of the
world's most famous a cappella groups.
With "Dynamite" VoicesInTime 2018 presents its eighth CD.
Stefan Kalmer founded VoicesInTime in Munich in 1996 and
developed it into a top choir. In addition, he leads the
Jazz & PopChor at the Munich Music Academy, plays
jazz violin in the Orange String Quartet and works as an
arranger, composer and publisher of choral music.
He has recently been published in ‘Music with her silver
Sound - 30 fresh canons by Stefan Kalmer’ (www.kalmer.de).

Comments from the press:
"Bright shine, precision and above all finesse." (Süddeutsche Zeitung)
"Choral music on the pulse of time" (Süddeutsche Zeitung)
"Enthusiastic voices at any time." (Augsburger Allgemeine)
"Stefan Kalmer's choir belongs in his genre to the best that the music scene has to offer." (Tölzer Kurier)

VoicesInTime on CD:

